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Previously published as Middle School: My Brother is a Big Fat Liar. From blockbuster author

James Patterson comes the third installment in the #1 New York Times bestselling Middle School

series! Georgia Khatchadorian--the sister of the star of the first two Middle School books, Rafe

Khatchadorian--plans to excel at Hills Village Middle School in all the places her troublemaking

brother failed. She's even bet him that she'll quickly become one of the most popular girls in school.

But Rafe left a big mark at HVMS, and no one will give Georgia a chance! Even worse, Rafe has

sneakily set her up to embarrass herself in front of the snooty "Princesses" who run the school and

the boy who's caught her eye. Will she be able to overcome her fears and win her bet with Rafe?

Find out THE TRUTH about Rafe Khatchadorian's sister in the first Middle School story from the

point of view of the hilarious Georgia--a girl who's ready to speak her mind!
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I FELT MY BELLY BUTTEN JIGGLE WHEN I READ THIS BOOK!Please note: the above review

was written by my nine-year-old son after he finished this book on his Kindle, which is registered

under my account. Apparently the boy is a fan of caps-lock and does not know how to spell "button".

Time for a spelling test and a discussion of netiquette.



We enjoyed hearing the sister's point of view in this book while, at the same time, catching up with

Rafe from the first book. As my son looks ahead to middle school, this book gives him insight into

what awaits him.

I really enjoyed this book. I love to read for pleasure,and this book helped me to do just that. I really

liked reading the Middle School:Worst years of my life from Rafes point of view,but,personally,I

enjoyed Georgia's side of the story even more. I highly recommend this book to anyone who loves

to read as much as I do,so if you liked the Middle School:Worst Years Of My Life series,or you're a

girl in middle school,I suggest you check out this book.

My son ( in 6th great ) is in love with this book and the ones before it by James Patterson , he it

hook ! I have read the books be for this was it is a great read it has some deep issue that the boy in

the store has to deal with but it is all beautifully presented in a way children can under stand and

exposes them to thing they may never experience . The books are for ages 6-8 grade As the title

say Middle School . I think any children boy or girl will love it . The book is about a boys and his

sister in this book it is his sisters side of the story in the first 2 book and the next 4 books are back to

the main focus being the boy . Enjoy :)

I bought 40 books to complete my collection by S. Cannell, M. Connelly, J. Patterson, & J.

Wambaugh. I haven't read all of them yet, but these guys have never disappointed, and I don't think

that they ever will.That's why I read them.

Always a please to order book for my son He loves to read and he just moved up to these books

James Patterson is one of my favorite authors so it's nice to see my own kid, interested in his books

too.

Quick read and good story line. I would recommend to kids reading for A R at school. Truely a good

book.

I loved this book as much as I loved all the others in the middle school series. As I read in Rafe's

personality, it portrayed Georgia as a stuck up, spoiled "goody two shoes." After reading this book, I

saw life in Georgia's eyes. There was- first the drama of being adopted. Also, she need special



shoes due to one leg being shorter. Then there was envy for her brother, as he went to a special art

school. I got to know a lot more about Georgia then ever before.She is now forced to go to his old

school, where she constantly lives in his shadow he left hanging over the school. There is also the

popular girls, who Georgia hilariously portrayed as spoiled princesses with sparkling dresses and

makeup. Then she meets Rhonda, and there comes the issue of friendship. Does she want

Rhonda's friendship, or does she want to fit in? Also, she must constantly watch out for the bully,

the little brother of the bully who went after her own brother. To add to all the drama already, she

ends up breaking the rules, getting detention, meeting a mysterious cute boy, and joining a band. As

Georgia juggles all of life's issues, we feel as if we are besides her, witnessing it, aided by the

illustrations provided.This is a wonderful book for anyone, and specifically anyone who is going into

middle school! It kept me laughing at Georgia's irrasistable personality, crying at her struggles,

boiling with anger when Rafe comes into the story, and scared as she is confronted by the popular

girls or her bully. My personal favorite part that I will never forget is when Georgia put hot sauce in

Rafe's spagetti(I should do that to my own brother...)! Five stars to this wonderful

story!Signed,Sheila Cholico
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